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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Fireworks on the 4th... The Universe!! The Universe of 12 Trillion galaxies could be
infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies. Mind Fireworks! Time at CERN and Time for Jew
Exodus to Sirius! 

 

These 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store know the lyrics to 'ME MD' by Taylor
Swift 

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not ME MD donated money for her Yale Key
West Medical School went to Wounded Warriors to buy gas with! 
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7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not 

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not 

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not - Key West Citizen Newspaper on the 5th
celebrating these 4 girls at the water park shower for the rest of the summer and
the rest of their lives having fun in water that shoots up and down. July 5, 2019
“I’ve been by the Truman Waterfront Park on my bike quite a few times. Very
nice. Last week I had the opportunity to go to the Splash Park with my friend and
her 10-year-old niece. Wow! A whole different perspective. All the kids enjoying
themselves. Great job, Key West!”“ Censored by the Citizen and NY Times is this
Splash Park is the sight of iMac for girls today they are getting the iMac wet...
and the girls lost all work on a Hemingway Nobel thanks to 2 news paper owners
and journalists. 1984 II Citizen! 

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not 

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not ME MD donated money for her Yale Key
West Medical School went to Wounded Warriors to buy gas with! These 4 girls are
working MD for the Plagues in London Today. British alcoholics with Syphilis in
their brains. Lets let these 4 girls cure these London Plagues! London without
syphilis ever given to a girl. 

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
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the Apple store with To Have Have Not

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not. Day After the 4th The Trump Team Is
Still Trying to Rig the Trump BP Oil Company's $777 Trillion as Top Secret.
Ivanka's 4 girl friends have 1,001 Nobel Novels to write at the Hemingway House
Writing class and 1,001 Nobels in Medicine to work on with their new iMac's with
1 Click Amazon links to specs and genius tutors. Trump is putting away his tanks at
the White House today. Parking is free in Qatar not the USA. Why Trump Likes
Tanks more than iMac for 4 girls is Art of the Diagnosis Rx Cure by Dr. Lisa
Sanders MD article. 

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not Nobel Novel that wins a Peace Prize for 4
billion girls all with Prince Harry's wounded warriors money he raised in the USA on
the 4th. The QB7 combat wounded warrior at the Chevron gas station laying in
wait for Greg at 7 this morning got these 4 girls money for their iMac and he
bought gas with it when there should be no gas stations on Earth let alone Key
West and London. Combat Wounded Warriors QB7 taking money from these 4 girls
with world wide TV ads to donate to Prince Harrys wounded warriors, a gas money
crime! 

7-5-2019 E=mc2 some Einstein can get the money for these 4 girls on the 4th of
July. Understand how Warrior behavior can buy tanks not iMac and the extreme of
Prince Harry stealing these 4 girls iMac money for Wounded Warriors TV ad
running today on the 4th of July. These 4 girls brains have trillions of synapses
that can't understand Prince Harry's Warrior DNA from Henry VIII. West Point
Generals are just sophisticated enough to spend $1 Trillion on iMac Computer Labs
at Starbucks for these 4 girls $$$. Yes Sir 4 Girls Say looking into the Apple
store Windows in Qatar, USA. 
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These 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store know the lyrics to 'ME MD' by Taylor
Swift 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; Tips for Building a Wedding Website for a Legal
Polygamous Wedding at the Hemingway House to 4 MD women!!!! Yes a Nobel Novel
will be written by all on the same 'page' on iMac's and IBM Super Computers. A
Kindle will be ready for sale at Midnight on the wedding night with super computer
simulations in this new Amazon Kindle. "To Have Have Not" from a Nobel working
wedding to 4 MD women. Only in the USA, these 4 MD wife's would not be allowed
to Drive by Prince Salman or Prince Harry, grin! 

7-5-2019 Prince Harry's 1776 Wars Today are against these 4 girls looking into
the Apple store with To Have Have Not ME MD donated money for her Yale Key
West Medical School went to Wounded Warriors to buy gas with! 
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7-5-2019 4 girls on the 4th of July at a Apple Store Understanding how Warrior
behavior can buy tanks not iMac and the extreme of Prince Harry's 1776 Wars! 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; United Nations investigators reported. Laying out a
detailed description of a lawless system of oppression, by gas station owners in
Venezuelan, what happened to the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in this UN report, killed
by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Geneva. 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; UN Report today in Geneva that leaves out the Ford
WindmillCAR's in killings of 9K Special Action Forces described by witnesses as
“death squads” killed 5,287 people in 2018 and another 1,569 by mid-May of this
year, in what are officially termed by the Venezuelan government “Operations for
the Liberation of the People,” United Nations investigators reported. Laying out a
detailed description of a lawless system of oppression, the report says the actual
number of deaths could be much higher. It cites accounts by independent groups
who report more than 9,000 killings for “resistance to authority” over the same
period. “There are reasonable grounds to believe that many of these killings
constitute extrajudicial executions committed by the security forces,” the
investigators said. The report, which the United Nation human rights chief Michelle
Bachelet will present to the Human Rights Council in Geneva on Friday.

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; “death squads” Killed the Jew Hero driving the 2019
Ford windmillCAR into Mecca for victory over Allah and Moslems... the UN knows
about these “death squads” 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; “The Cat Rescuers” movingly portrays the unique
individuals committed to helping these NYC cats, it doesn’t quite tackle the full
complexity of this subject. Inventions to rescue cats are complex because the
black cat runs across Truman from Chevron to Mobil gas stations, grin. 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; “The Cat Rescuers” At the Gas Station with Trump
and the Military with the Secret Weapon of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Trump
spoke at the Lincoln Memorial during an Independence Day celebration. But he
faced criticism from Democrats and military officials for the display of tanks and
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other weaponry in Washington. Erin Schaff/The New York Times Erin is a War
Criminal Journalists for not reporting on the Secret 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for
Independence Day from Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE who bought Vail and Aspen with
their $777 Trillion. 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; "He Loves American Coffee and Restaurants. Is He a
Credible Negotiator for Iran?" He thinks of US as infidels. He will never negotiate
iMac at $13,384 at every Starbucks in the USA and Paris paid for via Iran gas
revenues. Mr. Zarif is pictured with Kerry $$$ Kerry's rich wife has $5 Billion,
enough money to buy an iMac at $13,384 for every Starbucks in Boston for these
4 girls. Just think of all the Paradise Lost Nobel Novels full of Boston inventions...
keeping this money in the bank. In the NY Times News today, Peter Yarrow, the
singer and songwriter known for being the Peter in the folk trio Peter, Paul and
Mary, has earned multiple accolades and honors. He sang at the former Senator
John Kerry’s wedding and at inaugural events for President Bill Clinton. He
collected lifetime achievement awards. He lent his voice and name to various
causes, strumming his guitar for the crowd at Occupy Wall Street. He sang at the
former Senator John Kerry’s wedding, no they didn't print the lyrics but I must
find them... 
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7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; Helicopters at Disney Galaxy Edge - No there are no
rides in Heavy Lift Helicopters at Disney Galaxy Edge. The helicopter was en route
to Fort Lauderdale from the Bahamas, when it crashed. Christopher Cline was born
on July 5th, 1958 he died July 4th, 2019. His birthday is today. May he rest in
peace. Chris Cline, the billionaire mining entrepreneur and coal tycoon and
benefactor to southern West Virginia, and six others died in a helicopter crash
Thursday in the waters off the coast of the Grand Cay in Abaco, The Bahamas.
The tragic incident unfolded Thursday afternoon. We confirm Cline’s daughter,
David Jude, Delaney Wykle, two unidentified friends and an unidentified helicopter
mechanic from Florida are among the victims. 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; Yale Key West Medical School. Some Democrats Talk
About Cosmetic Surgery Insurance. It Doesn’t Exist. Unless you are from Qatar
and Saudi Arabia today. Tomorrow it will exist for Yale Key West Medical School
patients from the USA. 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; Disney Galaxy Edge Cutting Edge Blood test have not
been updated like the 4th of July Tanks at the White House. “Your blood tests got
worse, not better,” said the voice, referring to the levels of certain enzymes in
the man’s liver. The doctor was concerned enough to call his patient who was half
an ocean away on vacation with his family. He would need to see a liver specialist
as soon as he returned from Christmas break, the doctor instructed." The levels of
these enzymes, his doctor explained, were double what they should be." Hearing
the news, the man’s wife started doing research on cutting edge Blood test at
Disney Galaxy Edge Medical Inventions of Star Wars Display. The hematologist
came to see him that night. These lab abnormalities were not uncommon, he told
the man. But over the course of the past 10 days, his enzymes went from 200 to
300 — almost five times the upper limit of normal — into the thousands, indicating
potentially severe liver damage." There was nothing to be done except to watch
and wait for the liver to recover. Insult to injury The biopsy showed primarily
lymphocytes, meaning it was a drug-induced hepatitis. But what was the drug
causing the problem? The antibiotic prescribed to the man for his strep throat was
not known to cause liver injury. The doctor hypothesized that the man’s liver had
been a little inflamed from some minor injury — maybe a virus or other exposure —
and the antibiotic, which is cleared through the liver, somehow added insult to
injury. The doctor hypothesized without Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge working
vacation on IBM Super Computer simulations to run his hypothesize and get a
Galaxy Edge Diagnosis. Tanks not New Blood test in 2019 added insult to injury
along with Disney not building a Medical Unit at Galaxy Edge for this MD who is a
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hematologist not at Star Wars! IBM and the DOD Pentagon could have set up the
Super Computer Simulations for hematologist too. 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; Birth Defects in Rio and Special Olympics kids are UN
War Crimes too. A former governor of Rio de Janeiro testified about an extensive
bribery scheme in the bid for the 2016 Olympics. No one at the UN has testified
about this Special Olympics! 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; Tips for Building a Wedding Website for a Legal
Polygamous Wedding at the Hemingway House to 4 MD women!!!! Yes a Nobel Novel
will be written by all on the same 'page' on iMac's and IBM Super Computers. A
Kindle will be ready for sale at Midnight on the wedding night with super computer
simulations in this new Amazon Kindle. "To Have Have Not" from a Nobel working
wedding to 4 MD women. Only in the USA, these 4 MD wife's would not be allowed
to Drive by Prince Salman or Prince Harry, grin! 

7-5-2019 July 5 Spectacle; 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
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WindmillCAR's proposal on Legal Polygamous Marriage... marry ME MD! Gamble on
Marriage with 12 Trillion Galaxies, Time is Forever! 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; 1 Million Ford WindmillCAR's in China, India, Pakistan,
USA, grin!! 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers
and 25 Hospital Ships on the 4th of July, a spectacle lost to 2 White Men at 1984
HQ at the Trump Qatar Casino gambling with your health and wealth from Oil and
WindmillCAR's $$$ 

7-4-2019 These 4 Girls looking into the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New
York to lead the pursuit to buy them an iMac and Mac Book Pro out of the DOD
and Pentagon Tank budget. E=mc2 some Einstein can get the money for these 4
girls on the 4th of July. Understand how Warrior behavior can buy tanks not iMac
and the extreme of Prince Harry stealing these 4 girls iMac money for Wounded
Warriors TV ad running today on the 4th of July. These 4 girls brains have
trillions of synapses that can't understand Prince Harry's Warrior DNA from
Henry VIII. West Point Generals are just sophisticated enough to spend $1 Trillion
on iMac Computer Labs at Starbucks for these 4 girls $$$. Yes Sir 4 Girls Say
looking into the Apple store Windows in Qatar, USA. 
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These 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store know the lyrics to 'ME MD' by Taylor
Swift 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Jews Gravity Engine; Ivanka teaming with Jonas Salk
II to develop the 1,001 vaccines in drinking water world wide + cure Cancer! Mac
Book Pro's for every Starbucks in Paris with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and genius tutors... 1,001 Nobels in Medicine in
2020. 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Lead in the drinking water in Flint, Car Capital of the
World. Jews Gravity Engine; Ivanka teaming with Jonas Salk II to develop the
1,001 vaccines in drinking water world wide + cure Cancer! We get for the 4th of
July 2019 Lead in the drinking water in Flint, Car Capital of the World, not
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vaccines in the drinking water at Star Wars Galaxy Edge USA because Prince
Salman owns Ford, Mercedes, Volvo, Toyota, Aspen, Vail, Lake Geneva, grin. $$$ 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's; the Masterminds of this will keep Qatar and Saudi Arabia, UAE,
the riches 'City' in the world killing off all the Jew Hero's trying to drive the
Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory over Moslems and Allah... 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's; the Masterminds of this will keep Qatar and Saudi Arabia, UAE,
the riches 'City' in the world killing off all the Jew Hero's trying to drive the
Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory over Moslems and Allah... 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; July 4 Spectacle, Fireworks Starring and Produced by
President Trump @ No Nobel Prize No sanctions on Tobacco + Coors, and War
Toys from MIT. 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Traditional July 4 activities into what he tweets as
Riches beyond belief from Oil Revenue of $777 Trillion and the best celebrations
are in Qatar and Saudi Arabia $$$ spending all the spending money from gas
station hold ups on the 4th. 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Critics call a celebration of Donald J. Trump's $1
Trillion in Blood Money on the 4th from Prince Salman 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; By Patricia Cohen Masterminds movings the riches city
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in the world to Qatar and Mecca were Jimmy Carters inner and outer circle of
Admirals and Kennedy's along with Bill and Melinda Gates who have a second home
in the riches city in the world, not Key West. "Moving from poverty to wealth from
one generation to the next is least likely in the South, but optimism there is
greatest, tinged with political views." By PATRICIA COHEN 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; "Melting Greenland Is Awash in Sand" By HENRY
FOUNTAIN Henry wants to sell sand, Greg in Key West Wants To Sell the Quarks
in the Sand, The Gluon that is holding the quarks in their orbit and the Higgs in
there on a Sandy Key West Beach for the Name change from Higgs beach to Higgs
Beach in Key West. Then City Hall will make the production to visit Key West for
the Sandy Beaches with spinning Quarks and Gluon holding the quarks in orbit. Yes
there are Charm Quarks, Bottom Quarks, Top Quarks who will keep the NY Times
selling sandy beach with no spinning quarks in the sand. Sound like the Vatican City
Hall. 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; 4 Kids will be left in Hot Cars to die on the 4th of
July and no headlines on CNN. "Do Americans Need Air-Conditioning?" By
PENELOPE GREEN 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; A/C in Amtrack Trains are a relic of the 2 White Men
at 1984 HQ Drunk on Coors, grin. "Amtrak’s Northeast Regional, shivering in the
quiet car, rugged up in a scarf, jacket, long pants and boots. So were my fellow
travelers, like Solange Singer, a 41-year-old fashion stylist muffled in similar
gear, with a red wool scarf laid out on her lap like a blanket. The conductor
seemed puzzled when I asked him what temperature the thermostat was set to.
There is no thermostat, he said: “It’s either off or on.” 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; 1984 II satirical novel about inventions like the Ford
WindmillCAR iPod size GE electric generator, Mac Book Pro size A/C you just open
and cool off. It run on a micro GE electric generator. Windmill in George Orwells
Animal Farm is how the WindmillCAR was Masterminded in 1980 and its on Orwell
Video as Kennedy was watching. 
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7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; 1 Million Ford WindmillCAR's in China, India, Pakistan,
USA, grin!! 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; At M.I.T., Dr. Oxman’s team is experimenting with
polymers and bacteria in the hopes they might “grow” building facades, and
“wearables” — clothing, for example — complete with arteries to hold cooled liquids
or gas. 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Sorry MIT but your cooling walking around Campus in
the Summer Time will come from the A/C in your Mac Book Pro size A/C under one
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arm and the real Mac Book Pro under the other will have this invention on the hard
drive. For more spin off inventions from Mac Book Pro innards used for other
things beside computer guts. 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; 70 Year Olds in California, Berkeley are getting the
WindmillCar fireworks ready to light up the Sky over Campus... 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Protest Rock Hong Kong not over 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's or 1 million new gas stations built in 2019... 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; 1 Million New Gas Stations built in Pakistan in 2019,
terrorists built them! Pakistan Brings Terrorism Financing Charges Against Hafiz
Saeed. Facing the threat of sanctions for not cracking down on militants, Pakistan
is again moving against the founder of the terrorist group Lashkar-e-Taiba." By
SALMAN MASOOD 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Move F.B.I. Headquarters to Qatar, Saudi Arabia, to
protect the Oil Revenues in Times of Ford WindmillCAR's $ 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; "FBI Novel about those who write Novels about
Quarks in Sand and burn victims in the Burn Units that are not Star Wars Galaxy
Edge new technology to treat burns in fiery wrecks. Suspect in Mackenzie Lueck
Case Wrote a Novel With 2 Burning Deaths" Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at Yale would
insert into this Novel who at the top at 1984 HQ Masterninded these 2 different
Novel writers and why the Hemingway House Writing Class has been censored by
the 2 White Men at 1984 Hq." By JACEY FORTIN and ELISHA BROWN 
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7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Tanks on the 4th of July instead of Ford
WindmillCAR's 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; 1 Million Ford WindmillCAR's in China, India, Pakistan,
USA, grin!! 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Qatar, Qatar, Qatar... wins all; Which States Are
the Safest? A new study examines crime, accident rates, natural disasters and
financial risks in each of the 50 U.S. states." By MICHAEL KOLOMATSKY Qatar
citizens get to cut in front of the line in the USA for kidney and heart
transplants... cash is King! God is Great. 

7-4-2019 July 4 Spectacle; Jim Beam Warehouse Fire Destroys 45,000 Barrels,
saves these 4 girls from being VFW DUI Drivers Road Kill for a while. 
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These 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store know the lyrics to 'ME MD' by Taylor
Swift 

7-4-2019 These 4 Girls looking into the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New
York to lead the pursuit to buy them an iMac and Mac Book Pro out of the DOD
and Pentagon Tank budget. E=mc2 some Einstein can get the money for these 4
girls on the 4th of July. Understand how Warrior behavior can buy tanks not iMac
and the extreme of Prince Harry stealing these 4 girls iMac money for Wounded
Warriors TV ad running today on the 4th of July. These 4 girls brains have
trillions of synapses that can't understand Prince Harry's Warrior DNA from
Henry VIII. West Point Generals are just sophisticated enough to spend $1 Trillion
on iMac Computer Labs at Starbucks for these 4 girls $$$. Yes Sir 4 Girls Say
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looking into the Apple store Windows in Qatar, USA. 

7-4-2019 Ivanka Trump will be 'Driving' a 'Pink' Tank up to the White House on
the 4th of July with the Pink Dead! 

7-3-2019 Ivanka and a Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca
for Victory over Allah and all Moslems $$$ Riches beyond belief for Ivanka and
the Jews... Ivanka teaming with Jonas Salk II to develop the 1,001 vaccines in
drinking water world wide + cure Cancer! 

The Gravity Engine Car can be invented by the 4th of July 2020 for Ivanka Trump!
Inspire Us!! 
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It’s what gets you to the Nobel for Medicine, NY Times Journalists and Editors
walked out and into Prince Salman's fortune instead... $777 Trillion in gas money.
Vaccines and Salk II article were trashed, masterminds keep thinking though, ha.
Ivanka teaming with Jonas Salk II to develop the 1,001 vaccines in drinking water
world wide + cure Cancer! Headlines on the 4th of July Fireworks for the Minds
after Nobel. Yes Ivanka pictured with Nobel in his lab with IBM Super computers
and Mac Book Pro's for everyone. 

7-3-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into the palace of Sheikh
Mohammed’s palaces in Dubai, the largest city of the United Arab Emirates. Bill
and Melinda Gates have a second home in Dubai, not Key West, grin! Though they
spend most of their time at the Sheikh's Palace... ha! On the 4th of July 2019!! 

7-3-2019 The SC Brilliant Oil Tanker on the 4th of July Born in the USA 

7-3-2019 Brilliant paid for a fleet of iMac's and Mac Book Pro's for every
Starbucks in Paris and the USA. With 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects withy specs and genius tutors. 

7-3-2019 Brilliant’s voyage was easy to plot delivering a load of 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's in the USA on the 4th of July 2019 

7-3-2019 Brilliant North Korea visit by Trump, will he sell Kim a million new gas
stations or 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's? Engagement has opened a set of once-closed
possibilities, bringing risk and some opportunity for Kim Jong-un and the world. 1
million dead Korean Women in Pink if Kim buys 1 million new gas stations, women in
Trumps Army will let these million women die a tortured death from gas and diesel
exhaust... 

7-3-2019 Brilliant’s voyage was easy to plot pulling up at Starbucks USA on the
4th with Rx Pink Latte Recipe to cure breast ovary cancer in every stage in 8
days. 
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7-3-2019 Blood Test for All born in the USA on the 4th of July. MD Fireworks!!
Homeland Security Quality of life on the 4th of July with Oil Tankers and Pink
Tanks. Prince Salman cutting in front of the line for a heart transplant and worse
99% of the Students at Yale and Harvard are from Saudi Arabia and have money
left over for sex on the 4th of July. 

7-3-2019 Ivanka Trump will be 'Driving' a 'Oil Tanker' Yes Ivanka Trump has had
a license to drive this oil tanker for years... she will not trade it in on a 2019
Ford windmillCAR. 
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Fireworks on the 4th... The Universe!! The Universe of 12 Trillion galaxies could be
infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies. Mind Fireworks! Time at CERN and Time for Jew
Exodus to Sirius! 

7-3-2019 China, according to data from VesselsValue, a website that analyzes
global shipping information. The Salina regularly reported its position, course and
speed via the automatic identification system. Oil tankers like the Salina, which
can transport as much as a million barrels of crude, or about 5 percent of the
daily consumption of the United States, are so big that they can call on only a
limited number of ports. They are also more easily spotted by satellites than
smaller ships like the Sino Energy 1. 

7-1-2019 Kim and Trump preparing new proposal on Legal Polygamous Marriage...
marry ME MD! 

7-3-2019 Princess Haya, the most visible and glamorous of the sheikh’s reported
six wives flees to London not Paris 

7-3-2019 Brilliant 4th of July; “O sweetheart, there’s nothing more to say. / Your
deathly silence has worn me out,” he wrote in one poem posted on his official
website. “You no longer have a place with me,” says another. “I don’t care if you
live or die.” Princess Haya, the most visible and glamorous of the sheikh’s reported
six wives, has left him. She fled with their 11- and 7-year-old children to London
several months ago, a person close to the royal family said, making her at least
the third woman to flee Sheikh Mohammed’s palaces in Dubai, the largest city of
the United Arab Emirates. 

7-3-2019 $$$ Sheikh Mohammed and Princess Haya Were the Perfect Couple.”
The article chronicled their joint visits to Royal Ascot, Britain’s most famous annual
horse-racing event, where the sheikh, who owns a heavyweight racing stable in
England called Godolphin, is a regular. $$$ 
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7-3-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will make Divorce to be
complicated for royals with two young children, billions of dollars and a tangle of
political relationships, including the United Arab Emirates’ longstanding alliances
with Britain and Jordan, at stake. The princess is a half sister of Jordan’s King
Abdullah II. 

7-3-2019 Sheikh Mohammed may be ready to grant the princess a divorce. “We
have an ailment that no medicine can cure,” the sheikh wrote in another recent
poem. “No experts in herbs can remedy this.” by Vivian Yee reported from Beirut
and David D. Kirkpatrick from London. Benjamin Mueller and Megan Specia
contributed reporting from London, Ed O’Loughlin from Dublin, and Karam Shoumali
from Berlin. Reporting the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into the
palace of Sheikh Mohammed’s palaces in Dubai, the largest city of the United Arab
Emirates. 

7-3-2019 1,000,000 Russian Fiery Car Wrecks and the NY Times headlines today
is; Russian Deep-Sea Military Vessel Catches Fire, Killing 14" By ANDREW E.
KRAMER 'Burn Unit" Nobel in Medicine the 8K Cuban MD's in Sweden are working
on this Nobel in Medicine on the 4th of July in Sweden. 

7-3-2019 Trump sold Dubai 40,000 Trump Towers when the USA needs 40,000
Star Wars Modern Futuristic Trump Towers. Trump Expresses Shock at
Homelessness, ‘a Phenomenon That Started Two Years Ago’ By MICHAEL D.
SHEAR To Rent a room in Dubai is easy with no City Hall Code Violations not in Key
West or NYC. Trump needs to sign a executive order on renting a room in a home,
make it legal as its illegal today in Key West. 

7-3-2019 Spend a few hours observing the Editors at the NY Times talking about
millions of new gas stations and fiery wrecks, burn unit articles not Amazon "I
spent a few hours observing workers at Amazon and asking them about their jobs,
with a press chaperone in tow. By the end, I had concluded that both sides had a
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point. The workplace, with more than 2,500 full-time employees, seemed more
humane than the picture Mr. Long painted. The general manager, Chris Colvin, knew
many of his employees’ names and bantered with them amiably. The workers, in
turn, seemed invested in Amazon. "The last person to touch an item at an Amazon
fulfillment center is the packer, whose job is to stick each order in a box and tape
it shut. As with most jobs, being a packer is more complicated than it looks.
Michael Waterman, a packer at Amazon’s Staten Island warehouse, told me that
when he started, he would grab each piece of tape too quickly, and it would
invariably stick to his gloves. He ruined two pairs in his first two days. Later, he
overcompensated by waiting too long, at which point the tape had lost its
stickiness. Only after some experimentation did he find the sweet spot." What are
the chances that this person gets mauled? NY Times Fiery Wrecks journalists in
Burn Units. MD's reporting on the cause of the fiery car wrecks! "Amazon workers,
too, have resorted to small acts of rebellion. Near the entrance of the Staten
Island center was a wooden cart with a big pile of bananas. A sign announced that
the bananas were free (“Yes, Free!”), but with a caveat: “Please, take just one at
a time,” the sign said. “Don’t go Bananas.” I was standing about 15 feet away
when I saw it: A woman walked by and grabbed two." 2 inventive journalists at the
NY Times reading over the 1,001 IP invention projects links at Amazon found one
on packaging bananas at Star Wars Disney and remembered the article a few
months ago about Amazon trashing 100's of items spoiled or out of date. 

7-3-2019 From observing fiery car wrecks on the 4th of July to observing yes she
watch the guy who murdered the women burn the body in the NY Times. “The
arrested person’s neighbors informed detectives that they observed him burning
something in his backyard with the use of gasoline,” Mike Brown, the chief of the
Salt Lake City Police Department, said at a news conference on Friday after Mr.
Ajayi’s arrest. There was a freshly dug area on Mr. Ajayi’s property, and charred
remains from the site matched Ms. Lueck’s DNA, the police said. The police did
not say how Ms. Lueck was killed. Mr. Ajayi on Amazon said he “was born and
raised in Africa. Mr. Ajayi, who is from Nigeria, studied at Utah State University
in the city of Logan. University police documents show that in 2012, he was barred
from campus for several reasons including problems with his visa and accusations
that he had stolen an iPad. Ms. Lueck’s parents were “devastated and heartbroken”
by her death, and burning her body in gasoline. The Mormon Church is guilty of a
wrongful murder in her murder because of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and the 2
White Men at 1984 HQ. 

7-3-2019 Brilliant AI Homeland Security could have saved her from being burned
in gasoline, in a fiery wreck and being murdered. Mackenzie Lueck one of 15,000
murdered just in the USA in 2019. On the 4th of July 2019 the NY Times has
pictures of Tanks on the front page... both are crimes against humanity! 
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7-3-2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in 1980 are in the Pentagon Garage, in Storage.
The millennial cohort is roughly defined as those who were born in the 1980s to
the early 2000s — although there is some debate about the boundaries. Millennials,
due in part to their digital savvy, already are credited with significant changes in
how we live, work and interact. The millennial Nobel Novel about what if the 1980
Ford WindmillCAR was not killed by Jimmy Carter and how could he win a Nobel for
Peace after such a murder! “Hooking up with someone doesn’t mean that millennials
now don’t value marriage,” Jimmy Carter and his wife Rosalynn hooking up with
Prince Salman and many other secret bone saw murders only people like Jimmy
Carter and Trump know about in our $777 Trillion dollar gas station society. How
many gas station hold ups since 1980 would be helpful to know. And is Miami the
gas station hold up capital of the World. How many have been murdered, in gas
station hold ups? Who will be held libel, BP Oil or Prince Harry? For millennials,
financial issues also loom large in their decisions about relationships. They talk
about Qatar being the riches City in the World thanks to God and Jimmy Carter
$$$ NYC or Key West could should be richer than Mecca and Qatar. USA kids
They recently moved to Syracuse from New York City because housing prices are
lower. They also canceled wedding plans, and may eventually elope. “Weddings are
expensive,” These USA kids should be rich as Qatar kids but for the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR. “It’s the first generation to spend their entire adolescence in the age
of the smartphone,” said Jean Twenge, a psychology professor at San Diego State
University and author of the book “iGen,” iGeneral has more to do with the
Generals who are West Point Grads knowing about the 1980 to 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's and USA Kids who don't drive them but Saudi women who just
bought 1 million Mercedes in a windfall from Prince Salman. 1,001 IP invention
projects for a good legal polygamous marriage tomorrow. 1980 Jimmy Carter and
Pope Francis on marriage and going faster than the speed of light laws both live in
times of the cold super conductivity of the Ford WindmillCAR GE turbines putting
out 1 trillion amps watts volts not 12 volts - and Time is at the CERN lab not just
Higgs particles. The Gravity Engine Car can be invented by the 4th of July 2020
for Ivanka Trump. 
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These 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store know the lyrics to 'ME MD' by Taylor
Swift 

7-2-2019 Blood Test for All on the 4th of July. MD Fireworks!! Homeland Security
they can start at JFK and yes you get another blood test on the return flight.
Where Is Kamala Harris on Medicare for All. Blood Test for all is a better idea
than Medicare for all. Fireworks of the Blood Test results would change the world
and the 4th of July at the Pentagon! Syphilis in Trump brain; Killed 7 Motorcyclists
Exposed Flaw in License System" Coors at 1984 HQ is the Flaw in our George
Orwell society. Trump walked away from a Nobel in Medicine for refusing to put
sanctions on tobacco Hell about Coors Sanctions... really! 2 Nobels in Medicine for
Trump via Sanctions! Blood Test results just for Syphilis will finally make the front
page of the NY Times! 

7-2-2019 Pink political war's the dead in Pink are not on the front page of the NY
Times on the 4th of July 2019 Fiery wrecks on the 4th by DUI Drivers will not be
pictures in Times Headlines, ever!! Burn Unit Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa
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Sanders in the NY Times has been censored. 

7-2-2019 Ivanka's Pink Sorority Sisters in Pink Tanks on the 4th of July driving
over Typhoid Mary's Cure History. Even Marilyn Monroe attended parties to raise
money for a cure. 

7-2-2019 Trump Says Tanks Will Be on Display in Washington for July 4 

7-2-2019 The tanks will join a spectacle of the nation’s firepower, including a
flyover by Air Force One. Critics say Mr. Trump is hijacking a nonpartisan
celebration. 

7-2-2019 "Tipu's Gold Box 20 sided" on the Outside of the Tanks in Gold from
$777 Trillion in $4 gas on the 4th. 

7-2-2019 Pink dead from the Battlefields world wide will be on display in front of
the White House, that will be painted Pink like City Hall Key West will be painted
'Pink' on the 4 th of July 2019. 

7-2-2019 $$$ $4 on the 4th - Pentagon would put military tanks on display on
Thursday in Washington as part of his plans to turn the annual Fourth of July
celebration in the nation’s capital into a salute to the country’s military prowess
paid for from $4 Gas on the 4th of July and gas station Hold Ups in Miami, Cuba
$$ 8K Cuban MD's are paid by the King of Sweden for Nobels in Medicine on the
4th of July. Ivanka dies a tortured death from the Pentagon's Tanks... not
painted Pink $$$. 
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7-2-2019 Ivanka, Navy’s Blue Angels jets. Mr. Trump, who is to speak at the
celebration, has requested that the chiefs for the Army, Navy, Air Force and
Marines stand next to Ivanka in Pink as she will die a tortured death from breast
cancer because they spent all her Pink $ Trillion on MIT War Toys. A War Crime
in the War on Cancer. 

7-2-2019 Tipu's Gold Box, many on the Top Brass Desk. $ Oil Pentagon officials
have long been reluctant to parade tanks, missiles and other weapons through the
nation’s capital like the authoritarian leaders of North Korea and China. They say
the United States, which has the world’s most powerful military and $$$$$ spends
more on defense than the seven next largest military spenders combined — China,
Saudi Arabia, India, France, Russia, Britain and Germany $13 Trillion just for the
fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Subs, our Habitat for Humanity that ends all life on
Earth before we watch live streaming of Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

7-2-2019 Paris Dead in Pink; After watching the Bastille Day parade in 2017 in
Paris, Mr. Trump said that “we may do something like that on July 4 USA. 

7-2-2019 -254 C Super Conductivity with A/C in this heat wave... a war crime! "A
Heat Wave Tests Europe’s Defenses. Expect More." Across Europe in June, heat
records shattered. In years to come, researchers say, many more heat waves are
likely to batter the Continent. By SOMINI SENGUPTA Somini getting into a hot
car instead of a Ford WindmillCAR and censoring this from the heat wave article in
the NY Times. 

7-2-2019 12 Trillion Galaxies is there a Doctor in our Universe? Dr. Sutton, a
pathologist turned real estate investor, in the universe of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine
left this for 'Pea Island' to make money off real estate in New York. Thank God
8K Cuban MD's are working in Sweden today on iMac and 1 Click Amazon links to
1,001 Nobels in Medicine each a island better than "Pea Island" in NYC. 
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7-2-2019 After the 1980 Ford was test driven in Boston by Kennedy. 1980s, Dr.
Stolz was helping to study a baffling microbe fished out of the Potomac River by
his colleague Derek Lovley. The microbe, Geobacter metallireducens, had a bizarre
metabolism. “It took me six months to figure out how to grow it in the lab,” said
Dr. Lovley, now a microbiologist at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
2000 Subsequent research revealed that Geobacter can deploy its wires in
different ways to make a living. In the early 2000s, Dr. Lovley’s team discovered
that Geobacter could sense rust in its neighborhood. The microbe responded by
sprouting hairlike growths. 

Blood Test on the Bigger Screen, Super Computer Simulations! 

2019 Ford WindmillCAR's produce trillions of volts amps watts, more than any
Bacteria, by contrast, can build wires from little more than sugar. Trillions of volts
amps watts is out in the real world as Kerry would say at Yale super cold -254 C
super conductivity windmill turbines win in electric output in the Trillions of volts. 
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Blood Test on the Bigger Screen, Super Computer Simulations! 

2000 Ford WindmillCAR everyone could sense it's not being driven in Boston as the
rich and powerful are making a living off oil. Dr. Nielsen, who now directs the
Center for Electromicrobiology at the University of Aarhus in Denmark, said that
he is avoiding the technology rush for now. There is still too much to learn about
the microbes themselves. “Once we find out what these wires are made from and
how they work, a lot of potential applications may show up,” he said. Today the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's produce trillions of volts amps watts, more than any
Bacteria, by contrast, can build wires from little more than sugar. Trillions of volts
amps watts is out in the real world as Kerry would say at Yale. In April, Nikhil S.
Malvankar, a physicist at Yale University, and his colleagues challenged Dr. Lovley’s
finding that Geobacter use pili as wires. Kerry if he is reading this will inform
Nikhil about the trillions of volts amps watts from the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's.
By Carl Zimmer. At three o’clock in the afternoon on September 4, 1882, the
electrical age began. The Edison Illuminating Company switched on its Pearl Street
power plant, and a network of copper wires came alive, delivering current to a few
dozen buildings in the surrounding neighborhood. One of those buildings housed this
newspaper. As night fell, reporters at The New York Times gloried in the steady
illumination thrown off by Thomas Edison’s electric lamps. By Carl Zimmer. At the
NY Times, trillions of volts amps watts from a GE windmillturbine on a Ford at
-254 C super cold super conductivity, more electricity than NYC uses in a year. 

7-2-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory
over Allah and all Moslems was murdered... Israel Is Blamed for Deadly Missile
Strikes in Syria" By ISABEL KERSHNER 

7-2-2019 Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca for Victory
over Allah and all Moslems was murdered... "Mossad Chief Bluntly Blames Iran for
Tanker Attacks" By DAVID M. HALBFINGER Yossi Cohen, the chief of the
Mossad, said in a speech at a conference on national security at the
Interdisciplinary Center, a college in Herzliya, north of Tel Aviv. He did not
provide any evidence to support his claim or explain how the Israeli authorities had
come to that conclusion. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR evidence is on CNN and in the NY
Times 1984 Edition, grin. Mr. Cohen, who has a son with cerebral palsy and no one
is driving him in the New 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Victory over Allah... Dad
trumpeted a number of recent Mossad accomplishments, above all its daring heist
of Iran’s nuclear archive from a Tehran storehouse early last year... 

7-2-2019 F-35 Radar on all cars cycles roads in the USA this 4th of July, killed
by Trump! "Accident that Killed 7 Motorcyclists Exposed Flaw in License System"
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Coors at 1984 HQ is the Flaw in our George Orwell society. Trump walked away
from a Nobel in Medicine for refusing to put sanctions on tobacco Hell about Coors
Sanctions... really! 2 Nobels in Medicine for Trump via Sanctions! killing seven of
them, questions have emerged about why the driver of the truck still had a
commercial license from the state of Massachusetts even though he had been
charged about a month earlier with driving under the influence. When the driver,
Volodymyr Zhukovskyy, 23, was arrested in May, he had refused to be tested for
alcohol, the authorities said, which should have disqualified him from operating a
commercial motor vehicle for at least a year. 

7-2-2019 Million Drivers are Drunk on Coors!! Sales of Coors is into the Billions! 6
billion just for the Florida lottery and Coors is in every nation world wide, Moscow
drunks are drunk on Coors killing in DUI crash Putin could care less about. ...but
also hundreds of other drivers, to slip through the cracks when they should have
had their licenses suspended. In the past three days, registry employees going
through old records have suspended the licenses of 546 people, according to the
state Department of Transportation, and the search of records is continuing. 

7-2-2019 "Much of a high school student’s body was left scarred from third-
degree burns when an experiment went awry in 2014." By ELIZA SHAPIRO Eliza
knows DUI wrecks left millions scarred from burns. 

7-2-2019 Ten Salk II Miracle Cure's not written up in the NY Times for you to
think about over the 4th. "10 Medical Myths We Should Stop Believing.
Researchers identified nearly 400 medical practices and theories that were
contradicted by rigorous studies. Here are some of the most notable findings." Ten
Most noticeable Miracle Cures Salk II would get if the NY Times wrote articles on
each. 

7-2-2019 Blood Test for All on the 4th of July. MD Fireworks!! Homeland Security
they can start at JFK and yes you get another blood test on the return flight.
Where Is Kamala Harris on Medicare for All. Blood Test for all is a better idea
than Medicare for all. Fireworks of the Blood Test results would change the world
and the 4th of July at the Pentagon! Syphilis in Trump brain; Killed 7 Motorcyclists
Exposed Flaw in License System" Coors at 1984 HQ is the Flaw in our George
Orwell society. Trump walked away from a Nobel in Medicine for refusing to put
sanctions on tobacco Hell about Coors Sanctions... really! 2 Nobels in Medicine for
Trump via Sanctions! Blood Test results just for Syphilis will finally make the front
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page of the NY Times! 

7-2-2019 

7-2-2019 

7-1-2019 Trump Steps Into North Korea and Agrees With Kim Jong-un to Resume
Talks at Disney Galaxy Edge Star Wars, really would be a more inspirational place
than the White House. 

7-1-2019 1 Trump - Kim to meet again at Disney Galaxy Edge for Secret Jewish
Aliens MI mission impossible... Ivanka wants to go to Disney Galaxy Edge for Pink
Star Wars Latte at Disney Starbucks... 

The Universe of 12 Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies 
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7-1-2019 1 Trump - Kim Secret in the NY Times Today, A nuclear freeze, one
that essentially enshrines the status quo, and tacitly accepts the North as a
nuclear power... 

7-1-2019 Kim and Trump preparing new proposal on Legal Polygamous Marriage...
marry ME MD! 

7-1-2019 8K Korean MD's in Sweden working on iMac on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine
along with the 8K Cuban MD's 
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7-1-2019 1 Trump - Kim to meet again at Disney Galaxy Edge for Secret Jewish
Aliens MI mission impossible... 

Disney Cruise Ships will be 'Powered' by 1 GE Windmill Turbine -254 C putting out
a trillion volts and amps via super conductivity... save Disney some gas money grin.
$$$ 

Vaccinations at the new Disneyland Star Wars Galaxy's Edge will be given by 'Salk
II' putting out trillions of volts and amps for Vaccinations @ Star Wars 3030 

7-1-2019 1 iPhone iDash Cam in your car with iTickets and iCop Talk can replace
2,000 Cameras That Will Be Watching How You Drive in New York City" By
WINNIE HU Hu wrote this article in the NY Times and censored out iPhone iDash
Cam! By Hu. NY Times. GPS Google Map has tracks of ever where you have been
and its forever. 

7-1-2019 - 254 C Ford WindmillCAR's freeze that keeps North Korea from
making new nuclear material... 

7-1-2019 Kim makes the -254 C Ford WindmillCAR's in North Korea! 

7-1-2019 -254 C Super Conductivity ideas for accessories to the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. Ideas being generated getting trillions of amps and volts and Watts
out of GE Super Conductivity Windmill turbines on the Ford. 

7-1-2019 Kim and Trump preparing any proposal on Legal Polygamous Marriage...
marry ME MD! 

7-1-2019 Fiery Wrecks in the USA on the 4th of July are war crimes by the top
brass for blood money from Prince Salman. Mr. Trump may once have warned of
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“fire and fury” if Mr. Kim failed to surrender his weapons, now the fire and fury
of war crimes against the editors of the NY Times and CNN. 

7-1-2019 -254 C Super Conductivity; A nuclear freeze, one that essentially
enshrines the status quo, and tacitly accepts the North as a nuclear power,
something administration officials have often said they would never stand for.
North Korea Nuke Power! 

7-1-2019 It falls far short of Mr. Trump’s initial vow 30 months ago to Ivanka to
have the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks to save her life from the
tortures of breast ovary cancers... 

7-1-2019 "Tipu's Gold Box 20 sided" Gold Box 20 Sides is Still Trumps Goals to
take it off Kims Dead Body on the Battlefields of the World. Still insists in public
and in private that his goals remain with the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss
Banks. Gold in Swiss Banks in a 20 sided box. 

7-1-2019 Nukes 6,500 of them on the assembly line program is going nowhere at
Los Alamos when 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all hacked need to be crunched for a Rx Pink
Latta at Starbucks by 4 July USA women are being murdered on the Breast Cancer
Battle fields world wide by Trump-Salman-Putin Oil Company 

7-1-2019 - 254 C Ford WindmillCAR's freeze that keeps North Korea from
making new nuclear material... 

7-1-2019 Kim makes the -254 C Ford WindmillCAR's in North Korea! 

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... The Universe of 12
Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies like Oil Revenues from $4
Gas on the 4th of July. Born in the USA on the 4th of July! $$$ "OPEC and
Russia Seek to Support the Price of Oil. Oil ministers meeting this coming week are
expected to continue an agreement to reduce production." By STANLEY REED NY
Times 4 July 2019. 
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7-1-2019 Florida Lottery sales have grown to exceed $6 billion... none of it spent
on even 1 Mac Pro or Mac Book @ $13,384. 

7-1-2019 -254 C Super Conductivity; A nuclear freeze, one that essentially
enshrines the status quo... 

7-1-2019 Status quo of the Jew Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR on the 4th of
July in the USA + Mecca. Fireworks for the Burn Units at all the Jewish Hospitals
and fireworks for confiscating all Mecca's gas wealth. All on the 4th of July 2019 

7-1-2019 Status Quo of the Jew Exodus in 2019 Star Wars 1,001 IP invention
projects listed with specs and genius tutors for Jew Exodus to Sirius on 1 Click
Amazon. The ambassador to Israel, David M. Friedman, opened an archaeological
site, calling it “undeniable evidence” of Jewish historical claims to Jerusalem." By
DAVID M. HALBFINGER Jewish Claims to Sirius and Jewish Aliens live streaming
on YouTube invention a Jew HQ Star Wars. 

7-1-2019 -254 C Super Conductivity; A nuclear freeze, one that essentially
enshrines the status quo, and tacitly accepts the North as a nuclear power,
something administration officials have often said they would never stand for. 

7-1-2019 It falls far short of Mr. Trump’s initial vow 30 months ago to Ivanka to
have the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks to save her life from the
tortures of breast ovary cancers... Did Ivanka were Pink in North Korea? President
Trump’s elder daughter used a G20 summit and then the Demilitarized Zone to test
her role as budding stateswoman for the administration. MD woman for a Rx Pink
Recipe. 

7-1-2019 Revisiting Joyce Carol Oates’s Short Stories - Or reading all the 1,001
IP invention Projects Salk never got around to giving to Salk II 
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7-1-2019 Disney Galaxy Edge Star Wars is open without NASA's Futuristic Star
Wars @ NASA but a version for on the Moon is open. NASA Reopens Mission
Control Room That Once Landed Men on Moon - millions a day would have visited
NASA at Disney Galaxy Edge Star Wars and would be working on going 400 Times
faster than the speed of light invention in a Verizon Cell Call to Jewish Aliens.
There is no one home on the Moon we found out, grin. 

7-1-2019 Shopping for Bar Cabinets in the NY Times, a article for those drunk on
drinking, mostly in Manhattan from the looks and prices of the Bar Cabinets and
one Gold Bar Cabinet with 20 Sides for the Taipu's Warrior's Battlefields Bar
Cabinet. Galaxy Edge Star Wars Bar Cabinets, a must see at Disney Galaxy Edge
Star Wars. 

7-1-2019 

7-1-2019 Kim and Trump preparing any proposal on Legal Polygamous Marriage...
marry ME MD! 
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These 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store know the lyrics to 'ME MD' by Taylor
Swift 

6-30-2019 NY Times; 12 New Books We Recommend This Week... none are by
Salk or Salk II 

6-30-2019 No one in Colorado is working on 1,001 IP invention projects - or even
'One' Invention!! Reefer Madness or Pot Paradise? The Surprising Legacy of the
Place Where Legal Weed Began. Colorado’s first-in-the-nation experiment with
legalized marijuana has infused the drug into almost every corner of life. By JACK
HEALY NY Times. 
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6-30-2019 Florida Lottery and Korean War Toys go fund me $6 Billion for
UNICEF tomorrow... Time Trump said! 

6-30-2019 Florida Lottery and Nuke Subs USS Jimmy Carter go fund me $7
Trillion, as they spent $13 Trillion on this Subs Jimmy Carter donated some
Sunday School money for them. Now we need $7 Trillion for a Rx Pink Recipe to
cure Breast Ovary Cancer with a Pink Latte at Starbucks costing only $7 Trillion
not $13 Trillion for Nuke Subs. Georgia’s struggle out what to do with Stalin and
his legacy has occasionally produced wince-inducing solutions. Jimmy Carter his
legacy of the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub will be a Hospital Ship or Shark Fishing
Ship... not a USS Challenger Super Shuttle but those on the USS Challenger Super
Shuttle will know for sure Jimmy and Rosalynn are in Hell not Heaven! “It seems
likely that in the terrors of the ’30s, more Georgians were executed, in proportion
to the country’s size, than in any other republic,” said the historian Simon Sebag
Montefiore, the author of “Young Stalin.” “Probably due to Stalin’s intimacy with
Georgian leaders.” Syphilis in Jimmy Carters Georgia has been the highest in the
USA from 1980 to 2019 and no one is even trying to cure Jimmy Carters Syphilis
in Georgia today. MD's are in to brain cancer work on Jimmy. None of these MD's
who treated Jimmy for Brain cancer touched syphilis. Decades and decades of
syphilis in Georgia picking peanuts too. ... no one can pinpoint anything that Stalin
did which actually benefited Georgia. Jimmy Carter, grin. Habitat for Humanity will
burn to the ground with WindmillHomes made of steel and concrete blocks, no wood
at all. imposing statue of Stalin that had long stood at the center of town, Jimmy
Carter with Rosalynn at the gas station 18 cents a gallon sign. Genius on the 4th
of July 18 cents a gallon in 1980 and $4 a gallon on the 4th of July 2019.
Mastermind was Jimmy Carter so much for Kennedy's richer comments on Jimmy.
Burn Units at the Brain Cancer hospital, tyrant’s victims. Once completed, the
minister said, the changes would provide the “objective truth” about Stalinism.
Fiery wrecks in Georgia for gas money in the Trillions. Stalin is watching this and
wondering how could they! “He’s a hero here!” Jews with the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR... “He’s a hero here!” famous writers in Georgia, that everyone is
very proud of. They don’t seem to understand that Stalin sent them to the gulag
and killed them all.” 
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The Universe of 12 Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies 

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... CIA report,
personalized one by Gina. 

Andromeda Galaxy contains approximately one trillion stars... The Universe of 12
Trillion galaxies could be infinite, 777 Trillion galaxies like Oil Revenues from $4
Gas on the 4th of July. Born in the USA on the 4th of July! $$$ "OPEC and
Russia Seek to Support the Price of Oil. Oil ministers meeting this coming week are
expected to continue an agreement to reduce production." By STANLEY REED NY
Times 4 July 2019. 

Burn Units at Star Wars Disney Galaxy's Edge have been censored out of the NY
Times articles by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Art of the Diagnosis! 

Disney Movie "Burn Unit" has been censored by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Reason
is to many fiery wrecks in the movie. 


